Improvement and automation of artificial neural networks to estimate medical outcomes.
The lengthy process of manually optimizing a feedforward backpropagation artificial neural network (ANN) provided the incentive to develop an automated system that could fine-tune the network parameters without user supervision. A new stopping criterion was introduced--the logarithmic-sensitivity index--that manages a good balance between sensitivity and specificity of the output classification. The automated network automatically monitored the classification performance to determine when was the best time to stop training-after no improvement in the performance measure (either highest correct classification rate, lowest mean squared error or highest log-sensitivity index value) occurred in the subsequent 500 epochs. Experiments were performed on three medical databases: an adult intensive care unit, a neonatal intensive care unit and a coronary surgery patient database. The optimal network parameter settings found by the automated system were similar to those found manually. The results showed that the automated networks performed equally well or better than the manually optimized ANNs, and the best classification performance was achieved using the log-sensitivity index as a stopping criterion.